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For my little god-daughter Elizabeth - as you learn to stand may 
you learn to see through your own set of rose-tinted glasses the 

world as it really is: beautiful and full of wonder. 

And for all the marginal, strange, or discrepant people out there, 
little or large, who in all their variety remind us what it means to 

be who we really are: beautifully and wonderfully made.



please
note



This sample contains summary information about the nine final architectures of the project. The contents 
gives an indication of the wider scope of the work. For the full, detailed design report, please visit the 

following link:

rosiemilne.myportfolio.com/how-to-clothe-a-naked-city

this is a sample of the full design report

please
note

https://rosiemilne.myportfolio.com/
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FIRST 

MEASURES 

the brennan 

farm

[1] variance or contrariety, especially of facts 
or sentiments. From Latin discrepantia, from 
discrepantem, the present participle of discrepare, 
meaning “sound differently, differ,” - from dis- (apart, 
off ) + crepare, “to rattle, crack,” (related to raven). 

noun | of latin origin

discrepancy
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F O R E WO R D
a note  to  the reader

A B S T R A C T

P R E - A M B L E
 a  br isk walk through the work

M E A S U R E S

I  -  F I R S T  M E A S U R E S 

The Brennan Farm

I I  -  S E CO N D  M E A S U R E S

 The Pabst  Hotel

I I  -  T H I R D  M E A S U R E S

The Laundr y Hotel

I V  -  F O U RT H  M E A S U R E S

One Times Squaer

I V  -  F I F T H  M E A S U R E S

The Nine Stor ies  of  the Laundr y Hotel

antholog y of  shor t  s tor ies
The New York  Studio

9 -  ninth stor y
The Albermar ie  Apiar y  and The  Madison Square 

Lavender  Par ter re

8 -  e ighth stor y
Wallack’s  Papier  Ate l i e r

7 -  seventh stor y
Marlborogh Wood

6 -  s ixth stor y
The Met ropol i tan Establ i shment  o f  Text i l e  His tor y

5 -  f i f th s tor y
The Paramount  Pipes  Palace

4 -  four th stor y
44th St ree t  Glas s

3 -  third stor y
Olympia  Concrete  Hal l

2 -  second stor y
45th St ree t  Looking  Glas s

1 -  f i rs t  s tor y 
Globe  Stee l  Workshop

0 -  ground f loor
e conomic  measure s  taken

V  -  S I X T H  M E A S U R E S

The Pr int  House S tudio

V I  -  S EV EN T H  M E A S U R E S

A Room in Lincolnshire

BA C K WO R D S
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An 1847 photograph pictures the Brennan Farm, perched atop a crumbling cliff as 84th 
Street rends through the land. Edgar Allan Poe boarded here, living on the verge between two 
landscapes: the “island of many hills”[1] and today’s gridded Island Metropolis. His two hour 
walk to work via Broadway wanders into the vacant shadow of One Times Square, paying her 

rent by flaunting million dollar ads. In 1908, her predecessor, the squat nine storey Pabst Hotel, is 
pictured during demolition. Modest structures vanish while makeshift ads are erected, heralding 
massive architectures of skin and sign to come — architectures of a “Naked City.”[2] Both the 
assaulted farm and the gutted hotel are poised on the brink of two urban realities; they plumb 

the landscape’s indiscretions. How to clothe a naked city? How to fashion an architecture that fits a 
discrepant landscape? These are the questions posed by Poe’s farm and the Pabst.

IN ANSWER, an architecture emerges from the Pabst like a jacket 

from a squat wardrobe: a nine storey Laundry Hotel hanging 

within One Times Square. But, to make a jacket fit, one must take 
a good measure. The architecture unpacks across Broadway 

like a tool box, as nine stories unravel to create nine means of 

measuring discrepancy; nine tools refining the Hotel’s architectural 
language. Each architecture measures Manhattan’s topographic 

discrepancies, “giving utterance to”[3] demographic discrepancies 

— between Starbucks and the coffee vendor trying to earn 

an honest buck. An essai immortalising Broadway’s misfits as 
discrepant peoples within a discrepant landscape. 

A B S T R A C T

[1] Original meaning of Manhattan

[2] ibid.

[2] Another author, work name goes here (Place, Press: Date), page.
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v | nine stories of the 

laundry hotel

179

r av e l l i n g  a n d  u n r av e l l i n g  a  d i s c r e p a n t  s c a p e l a n d

LEFT | FIG. 107

Ravelling two structures into one.
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T H E  N E W  Y O R K  S T U D I O

We are coming to the end of our walk down Broadway. 

Max’s Kansas City was a bar and nightclub just off of Broadway on 213 Park Avenue South. A short, 
narrow five story building stuffed between two sixteen sorey building like a book on a shelf, Max’s became a 
famous refuge for up and coming (and now famous) musicians, artists, poets - many of whom can be iden-
tified with the New York School of artists and poets (and the like), an informal group of New York creatives 

in the 50s and 60s - people like Frank O’Hara, Andy Warhol, John Chamberlain, Willem de Kooning, 
Barnet Newman. The Velvet Underground played their famour album ‘Live at Max’s Kansas City’ there, 
and a band called ‘Manhattan Transfer,’ after Dos Passos’ book and well known in their time, also played 

there frequently. The small venue was an anthology of poets - in the wider sense of the word ‘craftsperson,’ a 
measure of the variance of the creative act. 

The glory days of Max’s Kansas City are now long-gone however - it is now simply a non-descript cafe. 
Slotted above it it however, a new architecture has emerged - a building housing the Vendors and Street 
Performers Co-Operative; a refuge where workers can receieve legal advice if they are having permit or 

liscence problems, or recieve advice on how to set up shop, or simply build comeraderie with fellow workers. 
This space gives a voice to the collective of little street creatives throughout Manhattan - the New York 

Studio. 

In the context of the Exhibition, this Design Report 

stands in for the architecture, slotted atop a plinth, 

ready to be read as one wanders through the exhibition. 

For this report, like Max’s Kansas City bar, and like the 
new architecture it stands in for, is an anthology of ven-

dors; an anthology of those giving cackling utterance 

to discrepancies in the city of Manhattan. This is a sum-

mary of the New York Studio.

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO 
THE COLLECTIVE VENDORS OF MANHAT TAN

an tho l og y
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FIG. 114 

max’s kansas city in the 80s.



T H E  A L B E R M A R I E  A P I A RY  A N D  T H E 

M A D I S O N  S Q UA R E  L AV E N D E R  PA RT E R R E 

Drifting the farthest away from Times Square, caught like pollen on the wind and blown right down to 
Madison Square, sits an Urban Apiary and a small flower Nursery. The Nursery - or here the ‘Parterre’ 

- takes it’s name from the square itself - whose history is linked to Times Square by the Times Magazine. 
In the same way the Times took up at One Times Square, a building which heralded the new ‘signs of the 

times’ and the architectures of a naked city to come, they also advertised on a large apartment building 
facing Madison Square (the building that would become the Flatiron Building). They rented the ad space 
from developers and had an electric sign installed.[1] Madison Square was, in fact, one of the first sites to 
have electric street lighting in the city[2] - the beginning of the Great White Way that would Broadway 

and Times Square would become. The Laundry Hotel replaces signs with vertical Lavender Gardens - the 
flowers for which were grown in Madison Square Lavender Parterre[3]. The means of clothing a naked 

city were grown in the space space were the seeds for it’s naking were sown. The Lavender draws bees, and 
so a small apiary sprung up, a small hotel for bees taking it’s name from the historic Albermarie Hotel. 

Now the Parterre is a nursery allotted to Manhattan’s 
flower vendors, while the Albermarie Apiary continues 

business as usual, the beekeepers occasionally coming 

down to earth to make a buck from vending the honey. 

These green spaces give utterance not only to vendors 

and a dying species of insect, but also to the very histo-

ry of the naked city’s nakedness. 

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO 
FLOWER VENDORS AND URBAN BEEKEEPERS

n in th  s t o r [ e ] y
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TOPOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCY 
 +3260mm SINCE 1850

DEMOGRAPHIC DISCREAPNCY

 BETWEEN THE WALKER, THE DRIVER, AND THE FLYER
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FIG. 120 

exhibition view; a rosie appears



WA L L A C K ’ S  PA P I E R  AT E L I E R

On March 10, 1878[1], Wallack’s Theatre premiered the play “A Scrap of Paper”. Many marches later, a 
small scale paper mill would find itself camped beside where Wallck’s used to be - having moved on many 

moons ago. ‘Wallack’s Papier Atelier’ was set up by the architects of the Laundry tower, to produce the easily 
foldable white greaseproof paper for proofing the numerous architectural drawings for the tower and it’s 

components. 

After the Laundry Hotel started up, the paper mill fell 
into disrepair; vendors short on cash began to steal 

the leftover stocks (and even some of the drawings 

themselves) to use for wrapping and serving their food 

to customers. The space was soon taken up by those 

who are kinder to paper, an architecture giving space to 

book vendors and newspaper vendors. Wether we read 

them on the subway or the sofa, this building gives ut-

terance to the scraps of paper that paper our minds.

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO
BOOK VENDORS AND NEWSPAPER VENDORS
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[1] The Internet Broadway Database

TOPOGRAPHIC DISCREPANCY 
 -73.8mm SINCE 1850

DEMOGRAPHIC DISCREAPNCY

 BETWEEN THE WALKER, THE DRIVER, AND THE FLYER
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FIG. 124 

exhibition view 



M A R L B O R O U G H  WO O D

The Marlborough Hotel, around half-way through our walk down Broadway, was shoehorned strangely 
amindst Manhattan’s Shoe District. Here we clad our feet, and it is here that the ‘feet’ or floors of our 

Laundry Hotel were clad - this was the Wood Workshop where the cedar and rosewood sprung-floor stages 
of the Laundry Hotel were made. 

Now the leftover stages and construction halls have 

been overtaken primarily as taxi-stands, and also as 

stages for the occasional shoe vendor and display 

cabinets for the very occasional raven taxidermist. 

This strange building, our half-way stopping point 

in our Broadway perambulation, gives utterance to 

a discrepancy of pace within the city: the brisk yet 

meandering walk of Poe; the gung-ho speedy driving 

of the yellow taxi; the smooth flick of a raven wing in 
flight.

A  M E A S U R E  G I V I N G  U T T ER A N C E 

TO SHOE VENDORS, TAXI DRIVERS AND RAVEN TAXIDERMISTS
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FIG. 128 

exhibition view



T H E  M E T R O P O L I TA N  E S TA B L I S H M E N T 

O F  T E X T I L E  H I S TO RY

The Metropolitan Opera House has a history as wobbly as the vibrato notes resonating out of it’s singers. 
Now situated in the Upper West Side at the Lincoln Centre for Performing Arts, it used to live on a 

block between 39th Street and 40th Street Broadway. This ‘Old Met’ was born out of a battle between 
Manhattan’s new money millionaires and the old money connoisseurs of the theatre world; the former could 
not buy boxed at the Academy of Music for them being hoarded by the latter. They thus determined to build 
their own theatre, sparing little expense (yet stupidly hiring an architect with no theatre design experience) 

opening in October 1883. The Vanderbilts could finally get their theatre box; this is a building that gave 
utterance to the self-made millionaire. This is a building that ‘vends’ the American Dream promised by 

Times Square. But, the district changed over time. The theatre district began to move uptown as garment 
lofts crawled up broadway, and the MET Opera moved with it, where a more wealthy audience would feel 
more comfortable - how could the oh-so-cultured deign to mix in with the low-brow, poor loft-workers out 

on their lunch break? In it’s place: a generic skyscraper with a generic starbucks outlet. 

The Metropolitan Establishment for Textile History (the 
MET History), origianlly a fabric mill for the Laundry 
Hotel, now gives voice to the dilapidated and hidden 
history of garment workers of Manhattan. The central 

flue is converted to an exhibition space that may also 
be used for fashion shows, with an outdoor catwalk-

style walkway leading in and out and changing rooms 

stacked up on the side. Here the everyman - or woman 
- is a model in Manhattan. Laundry can be dumped 
by performers to be picked up by the subway and 

transported to the Laundry hotel. The MET History cafe 
is run on a rota of cashew nut and coffee vendors, 

complete with nut and coffee bean roasting niches to 

keep produce fresh. Patrons of the Cashew Cafe may 
surreptitiously sneak ‘into’ Starbucks via a narrow 
cranny which allows them to sit in the space of the 

chainstore without paying a buck. This building gives 

voice to hidden textile histories as well as catwalkers, 

cashew vendors, and anyone else trying to makea hard 

earned  buck.

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO 
CATWALKERS AND CASHEW VENDORS
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COMPOSERS, AU THORS AND PUBLISHERS, AND THE POETS WHO 

SPEAK FREELY FOR FREE
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FIG. 145 

exhibition view



T H E  PA R A M O U N T  P I P E S  PA L A C E

The Paramount Movie Palace on 43rd Street and Broadway was known for many things in its time, but 
one of them was it’s famous large Wurlitzer organ - one of the largest of its kind with 36 ranks of voiced 
metal (lead with copper alloy) and wooden pipes, used to play music to accompany silent films before the 

‘talkies’ arrived. 

While the Laundry Tower was being constructed, up sprung the Paramount Pipes Palace, where all the 
copper pipe-work for the laundry tower was made, as well as some of the more bespoke curved copper 

components. 

Once vacated, the Pipes Palace would become a voice 

for the city in several ways. Firstly via it’s massive 
concrete tower in the centre, which acts as an acoustic 

pipe, collecting sounds from the city and amplifying 

them within itself. Against this are stakced several 
writing rooms for resident poets, who sit shut off from 

the sights of the Manhattan, sitting only in the city’s 
sounds, before writing and rewriting poems to perform 

in the spoken word peroformance theatre downstairs. 

This building is in a sense a vendor of Manhattan - a 

building which gives utterance to the city itself.

A  M E A S U R E  G I V I N G  U T T ER A N C E  TO 
POETS [ WORD VENDORS] AND PEANU T VENDORS
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FIG. 148

spoken word theatre
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FIG. 152 

exhibition model view
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4 4 T H  S T R E E T  G L A S S

The Lilac Domino is an operatta performed at 44th Street Theatre in 1914. It tells the tale of a count who 
falls in love at a masquerade ball with a rich noblewoman donning a lilac ‘domino mask.’ 

The 44th Street Glass workshop was famed for taking glass, the ultimate transparent material, and making 
it opaque - or nearly so. It turns clarity into obscurity, a small factory turning a material meant to reveal 
into one which conceals - a mask. Here very large forms of purple glass were cast into thick walls of almost 
mythic quality for the Laundry Tower. Split into hot and cold works, Hot Works cast the glass while cold 

works cut more traditional sheet windows.  The arcade through what is now the Minksoff Theatre was used 
to connect 44th Street Glass to 45th Street Looking Glass (which is a partial mirror of the former), allow-

ing the sheet glass made in 44th Street to be used in 45th Street Looking Glass.

Now 44th Street Glass is taken over by T-Shirt vendors, 

food vendors, and ticket stalls for the Minksoff Thea-

tre.  Fabric, falafel and fantasitcal performances. The 

building sneaks into the arcade between 44th and 45th 

Street, meaning viewers can sneak out during the inter-

lude and fill themselves with falafel. The building which 
sought to clothe a city of nakedness and transparency 

has itself been clothed.

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO 
T-SHIRT VENDORS (FABRIC SELLERS) AND FALAFEL VENDORS
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FIG. 158 

exhibition model view



O LY M P I A  C O N C R E T E  H A L L

The first to perform in Hammerstein’s marble clad Olympia Concert Hall when it opened in ___ were 
acrobatic performers. The Olympia Concrete Hall built on this acrobatic history, creating spaces to make 

concrete do very strange things indeed. In building components for the mysterious Laundry Tower in One 
Times Square,  concrete, the material we know for it’s bleak opaqueness, is made to be transluscent. Using 
different forumlations of concrete mixed with glass or fibreoptics, shadows may pass through it, and light 

may be transmitted. A heavy material becomes a light material; concrete acrobatics. 

Now that the Laundry Hotel is in full swing, the Olympia 
Concrete Hall has retaken it’s lyrical roots.  The casting 

hall turned into a theatre for buskers that one may 

wander into from the street, bookable by anyone for a 

one hour slot. Meanwhile the mixing gallery is given 

over to halal vendors, who are oft seen on the corner 

of E 44th and Broadway. Those who wish can sneak up 

on top of McDonalds, sitting alongside the larger than 

life sign and looking out over Times Square while they 

stop to eat their Halal. Passers by will note the smell of 
spices combined with the sound of previously un-heard 

songs. 

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE 
TO BUSKERS [LYRIC VENDORS] AND HALAL VENDORS
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FIG. 166 

exhibition model view
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4 5 T H  S T R E E T  L O O K I N G  G L A S S

At 45th Street and Broadway we find the Marquis Marriot Hotel - once a source of much debate and 
debarkle across Broadway. When plans for its erection were released, tbe result in the theatre world was 

riot - literally. To erect the hotel meant the demolition/dismantling of  five theatres - the Helen Hayes, the 
Bijou, the Morosco, the Astor and the Gaiety. The new hotel would have a theatre hidden within it, and 

City officials supported the idea of the hotel as they were concerned about the seediness and low-brow-ness 
of Times Square. The theatre lovers in the city wouldn’t have it - the “Save the Theatres” campaign ensued 
- but unfortunately failed. The (rather ugly) Marquis Mariott Hotel still stands today, with the Marquis 

Theatre safely tucked away inside. 

When the Laundry Hotel was under construction, 45th Street Looking Glass crafted all the mirror 
components - used to bring light deep into the structure and for the folding screens in workers changing 
rooms. Making mirrors is a linear process where glass is sprayed with  a number of chemicals and liquid 

metals, and then fired in an oven. Once the Laundry Hotel was complete, this left a long, thing space with 
a downstairs storage facility, a folding roof, and a small core building allowing workers to enter without 

disrupting the stillness of the air. 

Now the space has been opened up and taken over by 

local hot dog vendors and small-town hot shots who 

sneak into the marquis to perform in shows. The core 

building became a green room (looking glass room) for 

the dressing and prep of performers, with a sneaky way 

into the Marquis through the back stage door, while the 

machinery spaces became a vendors’ gallery; a place 
for hotdog vendors to park without getting into trouble 

with the police. The downstairs storage room contains 

archival information about the lost theatres, allowing 

the building to gives utterance to the lost history of five 
theatres; a looking glass into the past. 

A MEASURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO 
HOT SHOTS AND HOT DOG VENDORS
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[1] Author, work name goes here (Place, Press: Date), page.

[2] ibid.

[3] Another author, work name goes here (Place, Press: Date), page.

FIG. 175 

exhibition model view



G L O B E  S T E E L

In 1965, the Globe Theatre showed the musical ‘Skyscraper.’ Showcasing Julie Harris (“quite inexplicably, 
since she is not a musical comedy performer”), this is the story of Georgina, an antiques dealer who battles 
with the girders of modern skyscrapers, desperately trying to save her house from the bulldozer - a tale that 

causes us to recall the fate of the Brennan Farm once the grid moved uptown.

Here sits the Globe Steel Workshop - once upon a 
time it made all the steel columns, beams, and other 

more bespoke cast and welded components for the 

Laundry Hotel. Upon the Laundry Hotel’s completion, 
it was taken over by the artists seeking out a loose 

structure for their livelihood - occupied by those who 

sell merchandise outside theatres; those who take 

your charicature on the street; those who sell their own 

artwork; those whose time on the streets has given 

them a steely composure, and whose compositions 

reflect this. Like “Skyscraper,” the Globe Steel 
Workshop gives a presence and a framework to those 

on the edges of the mainstream. 

A MEASRURE GIVING U T TERANCE TO 
THEATRE MERCH VENDORS AND ART VENDORS
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FIG. 212

a messy room featuring extensions of my brain



An umbrella was opened and out came the rain
then “Manhattan” was spoken; a city was made,

a grid of stone streets and of surface and sign,
a city that over two years I would draw and make mine.

Under the brolly came one or two names
and into our sights up came a writer.

Out of the writer came one or two words
and from their dull tones there was spoken a bird.

Out of the bird was borne a song
and spun from the lyrics a Plane Table done.
Out of the plane table folded paper so long

walking from one end of our world to the other one.

From out of this packing case there came a strange place.
Out of a picked pocket unravelled a building.

Out of a wardrobe tumbled a world;
out of a tiny room and the world’s flu -  a freedom unfurled. 

These are the words that I have walked with. 
 These are the worlds that I have lived in. 
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